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Sex Signs is the ultimate guide to love for the astrologically minded woman. This dramatic marriage

of astrology, psychology, and sexuality, based on countless hours of counseling experience, has

provided thousands of readers with penetrating insights into themselves and their relationships.

Here every woman can find advice on love, self-esteem, decision making, and the constructive use

of anger and personal power. A vast revision of Sex Signs has been undertaken to bring the work in

line with millenial attitudes towards relationships and sexuality. But the core that has kept women

coming back to Sex Signs for years is unchanged: here is practical guidance for making emotional

and sexual relationships work, attaining the liberating and fulfilling lifestyle that is every woman's

right.
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Before her tragic death in a 1980 plane crash, Judith Bennett was the founder and president of the

Life Crisis Counceling Clinic and of the Flexible Careers Counseling Center. A professional

astrologer, Bennett spent her life studying love, intimacy, and human sexuality. She lived in

Chicago.

You ever get upset at a horoscope for being too accurate? This is book is that horoscope in

extended form. I'm a Libra, and I repeatedly rolled my eyes at the accuracy of Judith Bennetts'

assessment of my Libraness. Where do you get off knowing me! All jokes aside, this book



pinpointed many aspects of my personality. You may not think it's right at first, but if you sit and read

it with someone else (a guy) such as I did. You may be surprised at how they've interpreted what

Judith has written. In fact, I recommend you read your sign writeup with your SO. It may be slightly

frustrating, but definitely eye opening. It could also make way for better understanding in your

relationship.I would give this book 5 stars if there were a modern version. Don't get me wrong, the

assessments still apply to day, but it would be nice to see how today's world would shift things or

how they are worded. A male version would also be great. A lot of the wrtieups still apply to men,

but having them tailored more would be great to read.

I love this book. Everyone is different, some of the things about my sign are not exactly spot on,

however I have to admit about 97% is dead on. I was shocked by it. I have never read or

researched this topic until recently. I am thrilled with this book.

I love this book. Just to let you know how much, I have purchased it twice at full price and once on

sale. This book really pin points the basic truth or core of all the signs. Not only does it talk about

personality, love, anger, sex and personal power, it also talks about what type of

relationship/life-style each sign will do best in or should avoid. For example, as a Cancer, I will not

do so well in an open relationship, due to my loyalty to love and nurture my family and friends. I

don't want to share my mate with anyone else. Sex Signs tells you what signs like monogamy, open

relationships, homosexuality, marriage and etc. It also lists and details the pro and cons of each

signs personality characteristics. In doing so, it allows you or anyone reading it, to become

conscious of your strong characteristics and realize where you are also weak. After knowing where

one is weak, it also advises how to work on your weak areas to make them better. I give ti five stars

and recommend everyone to just take a glimpse and see if you get lost in the information. This book

is for women and men. Get to know yourself and the others around you just by reading Sex Signs.

I had this along time ago. Got lost ordered a news one

This is, hands down, the best astrology book out there. My mom had a beat-up copy sitting around

her store that she bought when she was 18, and after I read it I knew I had to get myself a copy to

keep. i tell every astrologer I know to buy this book. I wish she had written more!

This book was astoundingly, and sometimes embarassingly, accurate. Her research is phenominal



and original, the organization of the chapters could have been a touch better, but all-in-all, I think

that every person into astrology, or married to someone who is, should own this book.If you like this

book, you might also like:Ã‚Â Linda Goodman's Love Signs: A New Approach to the Human

HeartÃ‚Â (a classic!), orÃ‚Â Ex Files: A Zodiac Guide to His Former FlamesÃ‚Â (a wonderful new

find).

It's a great read and I have truly been enlightened by what I have read so far.

This is THE ABSOLUTE BEST "Guide to Women" EVER! Incredibly thorough and specific - a

MUST have for every guy trying to understand the women in his life. It was one of the most

popularly borrowed books in my entire library - until I realized all my guy friends were constantly

trying to steal it! I now give them as gifts to all the guys I know - they may not admit it in public, but

they all love the book and thank me profusely for it!
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